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Isaac Cabrera
Office of Enterprise Technology

California Department of Technology

Lucidchart: 
Whiteboarding 

Collaboration Tool 



The Vision

Implement a tool that allows CDT COVID-19 
staff to rapidly collaborate by sharing ideas 
and project goals. This tool would facilitate:
• Brainstorming / Braindumps
• Technical system diagrams
• Project / Task tracking
• Documentation of data pipelines
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The Challenges

• Many people using different systems
– Visio, Muro, Lucid, MS Paint, etc.

• A mechanism for creating authoritative 
documents and disseminating / sharing 
updates

• A solution to replace the whiteboard 
experience of the office
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Distilling team requirements

Met with each CDT team and review
• Current products in use
• Supported / Required functions
• What more they want from what they are 

currently using
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Content Design Process 
and Collaboration Tools

(Part 2)

Koji Kumpulainien 
Office of Enterprise Technology

California Department of Technology



Topics to Discuss

1. What is content design
2. Why content design 
3. Content design tips and tricks



What is content design

• Words: 
– Imagery
– Links
– Charts
– Steppers
– Documents or excel spreadsheets
– Many, many, other components.

• “When your job is to decide which one of those, 
or which combination of several of them, meets 
the user’s need – that’s content design” – Sarah 
Richards



Why content design

We once worked on a page… 



The page kept going…



And going…



Continued 1/2



Continued 2/2

That’s not even half the 
page so far.



Before content design

• Grade 8 (not bad!)
• Words: 2264
• 12 uses of passive voice
• 26 phrases with simpler alternatives
• 21 of 196 sentences are hard to read
• 22 sentences are VERY hard to read



After content design



After content design readability

• After content design
– Grade 5
– 292 words (reduced by 87%)
– 4 uses of passive voice
– 0 phrases have simple alternatives
– 5 of 36 sentences are hard to read
– 0 sentences are VERY hard to read



Well designed content

• Meets users’ needs
• Makes your website easier to understand and 

use
• Is more accessible



Tips and tricks



Use plain language

• 5th – 8th grade reading level
• Test using “Hemingway” or enable “Show 

readability statistics” in Microsoft Word. 



Avoid jargon

• Even if the audience are experts, they still prefer 
an easier read. 

• Use Google Trends to see what people are 
searching for. 

https://trends.google.com/trends/?geo=US


Use active voice (with zombies)

• Active voice is clearer, and often less words than 
passive voice

• If you add “with zombies” after the verb, and it 
makes sense, your sentence is passive.
– Passive: Twenty-seven boxes of files were filed in 

record time (by zombies).
– Active: Staff filed 27 boxes in record time.



Be concise

• #10 of Dieter Ram’s principles of good design: 

– “Good design is as little 
design as possible” 



Write together

• The editorial process is faster when content 
designers and a subject matter experts co-
create content. 

• When applicable, let specialties like Legal and 
Privacy in on the fun!



Get comfortable with content critique

• Critique is an essential part of the collaboration 
process to improve the user experience:
1. Share content
2. Get constructive feedback
3. Consider alternatives
4. Bounce around ideas
5. Get support and advise, not criticism.



Get comfortable with content critique 
(cont.)

• Questions you might hear during a content crit: 
– What problem are we trying to solve? 
– Have you considered… [alternative]
– Will the user understand [X]… 
– Tell me about the thought process behind [Y]…
– Should we test [Z]…



Keep iterating

• You don’t have to get it perfect the first time.



Resources

• Hemingway App
• Get your document’s readability and level 

statistics. 
• Writing for GOV.UK
• 18F Content Guide
• Content design by Sarah Richards
• IBM Design Thinking

https://hemingwayapp.com/
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/topic/get-your-document-s-readability-and-level-statistics-85b4969e-e80a-4777-8dd3-f7fc3c8b3fd2#:%7E:text=Go%20to%20File%20%3E%20Options.,Select%20Show%20readability%20statistics.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/content-design/writing-for-gov-uk
https://content-guide.18f.gov/
https://www.amazon.com/Content-Design-Sarah-Richards-ebook-dp-B0785BCTTS/dp/B0785BCTTS/ref=mt_other?_encoding=UTF8&me=&qid=
https://www.ibm.com/design/thinking/


Welcome
To the content design 
party!



Working in cross functional teams 

Ashley Draper
Elisabeth Nobriga 

California State - COVID Web Team



Working in Cross-
Functional Teams

ASHLEY DRAPER & ELISABETH NOBRIGA

Solving Problems using Human-Centered Design

Working in Cross-Functional Teams
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Through human-centered design, multi-
functional teams can more successfully 

collaborate and produce work products that 
respond to specific user needs. 

INTRODUCTION



02Topic to discuss

• Values
• Team structure
• Work style
• Technical skills and 

tools
• Team roles
• Soft skills
• Q & A
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We are passionate about 
bringing agile/lean, 
human-centered design 
design principles and 
equitable access to  
government services for 
all Californians.

OUR VALUES



CHHS Office of 
Innovation comprised of 
various HHS department 
staff in a range of 
classifications that worked 
as a flat team without 
hierarchy.

Covid19.ca.gov comprise
s both public employees 
and private contractors 
working together as a 
team without distinctions.

TEAM STRUCTURE 04
Team structure
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OFFICE OF DIGITAL 

INNOVATION 2021

Human-centered design

HOW WE WORK
How we work



SKILLS AND TOOLS 06
OFFICE OF DIGITAL 

INNOVATION 2021

1. DATA-
INFORMED 
DECISION 
MAKING

2. STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT

3. PROTOTYPING, 
TESTING, 

ITERATING

Skills and tools



DATA-INFORMED 
DECISION MAKING
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Utilizing various 
discovery tactics, we 
gain insights from the 

experts to tightly 
define the problem 

space. 

We collect and 
evaluate qualitative 

and quantitative data 
to identify and 

understand key pain 
points. points.  

OFFICE OF DIGITAL 
INNOVATION 2021

Data-informed decision making



For services to be fair,  
equitable and accessible 
for all, they must be 
designed that way. 
Stakeholders at all levels 
of operation must be 
meaningfully engaged to 
help re-image processes 
and services. 

STAKEHOLDER 
ENGAGEMENT 08

OFFICE OF DIGITAL 
INNOVATION 2021

Stakeholder engagement



Avoid jumping to 
solutions 

prematurely and 
ensure the product 
works for everyone 

involved in the 
process

Iterate and 
improve content 

design by creating 
a continuous user 

feedback loop

PROTOTYPING, 
TESTING AND 
ITERATING
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Prototyping, testing and iterating



TEAMS ROLES 10
OFFICE OF DIGITAL 

INNOVATION 2021

• User experience researcher

• Designer

• Engineer/ developer

• Product lead

• Data analytics

• Content designer

Team roles



SOFT SKILLS FOR TEAMS 11
OFFICE OF DIGITAL 

INNOVATION 2021

• Foster psychological safety, 
empathy, and humility 

• Embrace the "grey"
• Celebrate (appreciate the 

learning in) failures
• Set our own team norms, ground 

rules, and retros
• Leverage strengths of each 

teammate
• Opportunities for growth

Soft skills for teams



TBD

12IN SUMMARY

OFFICE OF DIGITAL 
INNOVATION 2021

• Step out of our comfort zones 
• Channel our passion for making 

things better for Californians 
• Move the needle and get things 

done

Summary



13Be the change you want to see

BE THE CHANGE YOU WANT TO 
SEE IN THE WORLD!

MAHATMA GANDHI



Accessibility 
State Template Update 

Art Khomishen 
Office of Enterprise Technology

California Department of Technology



Version 5.5.20 - accessibility updates and improvements

State Template 
Accessibility Release



State Template v5.5.20 accessibility updates and improvements:

Level A Standards
● Fixed “Visible label and accessible name do not match” issue
● Fixed “Scrollable element is not keyboard accessible” issue
● Fixed "Hidden element has focusable content" issue
● Fixed “Container element is empty” issue
● Fixed “Form field is not labeled” issue

All release notes can be found on State Template GitHub release page: Link
https://github.com/Office-of-Digital-Innovation/California-State-Template/releases/tag/v5.5.20

https://github.com/Office-of-Digital-Innovation/California-State-Template/releases/tag/v5.5.20
https://github.com/Office-of-Digital-Innovation/California-State-Template/releases/tag/v5.5.20


State Template v5.5.20 accessibility updates and improvements 
(cont.):
Level AA Standards

● Fixed “Text is clipped when zoomed in” issue
● Fixed “Color contrast is not sufficient” issue
● Fixed “Text is clipped when resized” issue

Level AAA Standards

● Fixed “Line height is fixed” issue

● Fixed “line-height below minimum value” issue



State Template v5.5.20 accessibility updates and improvements 
(cont):
WAI-ARIA authoring practices:

● Fixed “State or property not supported” in main navigation

● Fixed “Text not included in an ARIA landmark” issue in the page sections such as hero banner

Accessibility best practices:

● Fixed “Headings are not structured” issue

● Fixed “Decorative element is exposed to assistive technologies” issue



State Template future updates and improvements based on 
WCAG 2.2 Requirements
Level AA Standards

● Pointer Target Spacing (all interactive elements needs to have an area with a width and height of 

at least 44 CSS pixels that includes it, and no other targets)

● Focus Appearance minimum (Change of contrast: The color change for the focus indication area 

has a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 with the colors of the unfocused state.)



Open Discussion
and 
Q/A



Suggested for 
Future Topics

Blaine Wasylkiw
California Department of Technology



Closing Remarks

Blaine Wasylkiw
California Department of Technology



Post conference materials will be published on 
the DWSN website

For questions, please write to:
DigitalWebServicesNetwork@state.ca.gov

THANK YOU

https://cdt.ca.gov/dwsn
mailto:DigitalWebServicesNetwork@state.ca.gov
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